Differing emoji utilization across
communities final report

Our central research question was looking at how emoji use changes over time, within different
communities or as part of various short trends and memes. We hypothesized that there are a “core” group of
emoji that have consistent use over time and the remainder being relatively unused or having peaks of
popularity. We also hypothesize that the noncore emoji will be mostly limited to a small number of groups.
This would be a useful tool for researchers looking into how ideas enter and spread through social networks,
or just for curious individuals who use a lot of emojis.
Our initial plan was to show the emoji usage across groups in a basic bubble enclosure diagram.
Those emojis would be surrounded by circles which represent accounts across the different platforms.
Those circles could then be categorized inside of bigger circles to represent communities, or trends. The
size of the circle indicated the frequency of that emoji or totals of emojis inside that circle. We planned to
represent temporal data by allowing the user to click on an emoji, which would bring up a line graph in the
corner of the visualization showing usage over time. Up to 3 emoji would be displayed on the line graph and
each will have a color red, green, or blue. When the user hovered over the line graph with their cursor, the
main circle graph would be colored by relative frequency of the emoji in the circle. This would help us prove
or disprove our hypotheses by looking at the color of the main visualization over time. We could also look at
the individual line graphs to classify emoji as core or noncore. To make sure this visualization was effective,
we would ensure that labels for circles are visible and that emoji appear large enough onscreen. Since we
wanted to show the whole visualization on one screen, with a huge amount of data points, we also planned
to have a clickandzoom feature.

